
Multi Function Remote Controller

for BB Light LED Dim to Warm Down light range. Power AAA battery x 2. Communication Protocol: RF -2.4G.

Effective Distance Control 20M with no obstruction.

Number of controllable LED.

One controller can control up to 99 groups of LED with no limit to the number of LED’s in one group.

Identification of LED(s) can be from 1-99 groups.

Multifunction: On/Off Dimming and Colour Temperature adjustable with timing and On/Off with up to two scenes

recall and auto dimming.

Also embodies night light function.

The Identity number of the group can be easily copied to other remote controllers and devices.

Operating Method:

Sequence for setting Identity number of a group or groups of LED’s

Having wired and switched on the group of LED’s you wish to create an ID number for first

1. Switch off the LED’s either using the switch fitted to control the circuit or the off on the remote control.

2. Press number keys on remote to create ID number. For example 1 or 7 or 88. Then press “ID” key.

3. Repeat step 2 again and the LED’s will flash once.

4. Turn of the LED’s by switch or On/Off on remote within 10 seconds. Setting of the ID number for this

group is now complete.

The Function Keys

To control a single group. Press the ID number of the LED group you wish to control and then press whichever

function keys to produce the result required.

All Control Function

1. Press the “ALL” key to operate control of all LED groups simultaneously.

Timing On/Off

1. Press the “ID” number of the group you wish to set and then press “ID” key.

2. To set length of time press 1-99. Each number creates a time period of ten minutes so 1 = 10 2=20

3=30 etc followed by the “On Alarm Clock” key. From on the group will now run for the chosen time

period. To cancel  programmed instruction press “)” key and the “Off Alarm Clock”.

To Copy ID of controller and its group(s)

1. Press the “S” key at bottom right of the remote and simultaneously press the “I” key of another

controller. Hold for 6 seconds. The LED’s will flash 3 times to indicate copying is complete.

Night Light Mode

1. Press the brightness key when the LED(S) are turned off to enter the night light mode.

Scene Modes

The system can save two scenes “A” and “B”

1. To Save adjust the LED(s) to your preferred colour and brightness.

2. Press the ID Number of the group

3. Press “ID” key and then press “A” or “B”. The LED(s) will flash once and then the scene will be saved.

Recall

1. Press the “ID” number of the group

2. Press “A” or “B” and the LED(s) will enter the scene you pre-set.
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